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W

elcome to our Member Focus edition of Career Momentum for March, 2022. This issue we spotlight
one of our newest members, Sarah Tangan, CCDP.

As part of our 25th anniversary recognition, it’s been fun to look back on past issues of Career Momentum
from our archives. Today we feature an article from 2007, addressing a topic that continues to be timely.
We hope you’re enjoying the new Career Momentum, launched in 2021, with its wider distribution and
monthly publication schedule. Previously, Career Momentum was published quarterly, and issued to
members only. If you are one of our many subscribers, we encourage you to consider joining as a member.
and to explore all the benefits of membership.

Career Development: A Look Back
It’s certainly been an interesting and rewarding 25 years! As an association, our membership has grown,
but our core values have stood the test of time. This article from the Career Momentum archives strikes a
modern chord with regard to societal differences that recent events have brought so keenly into focus.
Enjoy Social Justice Competencies for Career Practitioners, published in Career Momentum, March 2007.
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CDAA Member Profile:
Sarah Tangan, CCDP, RPR
Mentorship Facilitator, Edmonton Region Immigrant Employment
Council (ERIEC)

By Paula Wischoff-Yerama

Sarah is a new CDAA member and Certified Career Development Professional. We wanted to get to know
Sarah a little bit better and find our what she loves about career development. Thank you for sharing your
story with us, Sarah!

Tell us about your entry into and progression in the career development profession.
As an immigrant with international experience in maritime HR, I landed in Alberta and started to
reinvent myself. I accessed several settlements and career advising services, that is when I realized that
I could also make a difference to other immigrants and job seekers in Alberta. I volunteered and found
opportunities in non-profits serving immigrant job seekers.

As a relatively new CCDP can you share your motivation for obtaining your certification and how it has
enhanced your work as a career development practitioner?
My passion for advancing client learning and success motivated me to obtain my certification. I’ve
taken courses to complement my experience and gained a lot of value in learning about adult learning
and the foundations for career development. I have a lot of respect for the capacity of adult learners
in taking the helm of their success, with that I have explored ways how to effectively support and help
them navigate their job search journey in a constantly changing labor market and ever-changing times.

What might you say to someone to encourage them to get involved with their professional association?
As career development professionals, we encourage clients to explore ways to obtain their professional
designation (as needed), take micro-credentials, and pursue continuous learning (whichever is applicable). I remember a previous mentor who encouraged me to always practice what I preach. This mentor
shared the “WACADAD” principle - Words Are Cheap, Deeds Are Dear. It is not about just saying and
preaching what you want others to do, it is also about taking action. I’d like my clients to know that I
also apply what I tell them to myself and that makes my story relevant and relatable.

The past couple of years have been full of challenges and opportunities. What have been the most significant challenges and opportunities for you and your clients this past couple of years?
The pandemic has been challenging for both practitioners and clients. Most of the clients I serve are
newcomers to Canada and face-to-face meetings used to be refreshing and welcoming for the new
Canadians to feel that they belong. The virtual platform offers more convenience in terms of accessibility of services in the comfort of their home. Remote coaching allowed the continuation of client support
in a safe yet socially distanced environment. However, I believe that the rapport-building of in-person
networking and coaching is still different from the online version. This provides an opportunity to be
more innovative and look at different virtual engagement platforms to ensure that we have all lenses
covered for the client to benefit from these unprecedented times.

How does your career development experience impact other areas of your life?
My career development experience has had a lot of impact in other areas of my life. Career advising/
coaching is all about giving and we cannot give what we do not have. It is a constant reminder for me
to continue learning and meeting new people who may help me help others. It also reminds me to
take care of myself so I present my best self to clients who need support and encouragement as well as
resources that will help them navigate their job search journey.

Tell us something interesting about you (personal or professional), your goals / dreams for the future (personal or professional), your vision for career development in Alberta, etc.
I am a wellness junkie, I enjoy traveling and long walks. My vision for career development in Alberta is
to see more CCDPs being recognized as great servant leaders - we all rise by serving others and helping
our clients achieve success!
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